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WAYNE WHITE
Inspirational and multi-talented artist

Art director, animator, illustrator, word painter, puppeteer
Devoted husband and father, lover of dogs

W ayne recently celebrated his September birthday in 
Tokyo with Mimi Pond, his devoted wife and best friend 
of more than 30 years. Their overseas trip to honor his 

special 60th birthday was also to decompress after their very busy 
last couple of months (emphasis on “last couple of months”). His 
August and September action plan – preparing for and participating 
in his two major exhibitions in Chattanooga:  Thrill After Thrill, 
Thirty Years of Wayne White and Wayne-O-Rama, his 
hometown tribute to his southern roots.  He was also preparing for 
and participating in Monitorium, a Civil War exhibit at the Virginia 
Museum of Contemporary Art in Virginia Beach.  Her very important 
tasks – book tours in California, Tennessee, Maine, and Georgia 
to promote her current graphic novel The Customer is Always 
Wrong.  Devoted husband and wife traveled together most of these 
weeks to celebrate each other’s accomplishments.

While researching this internationally famous artist, his life, and 
journey, my thoughts kept coming back to the central theme of his life: 

Wayne is a gifted artist and an incredibly hard worker,
who continuously hones the many facets of his craft.  

He is also a caring and humble human being, 
who finds joy in learning from and collaborating with his team.

His word paintings and typography first caught my eye, but now I’m 
intrigued with his path to where he is today as a graphic designer, 
artist, and lover of life.  His thoughtful way of being intensified my 
interest.  And oh yes, he loves dogs and often keeps his with him 
while working on his countless projects.  His family pet pictures 
tugged at my dog-loving heart strings. Read on to learn more about 
Wayne and his real person, real passion path to becoming a 
respected artist.  His story is inspiring!
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TRYING TO FOCUS ON A SUMMARY OF WAYNE’S 
EXISTENCE IS CHALLENGING.  Google searches seem 

limitless.  There are many interviews, many articles, many images, 
and many social media posts that allow us to connect with Wayne 
and his life.  For example, Maybe Now I’ll Get the Respect I So 
Richly Deserve (2009), is a comprehensive monograph by noted 
designer Todd Oldham, that “shines the spotlight on the clever and 
warped world” of Wayne’s artistry.  The documentary Beauty is 
Embarrassing (2012) is another “laugh out loud portrait of the 
wild and wacky Wayne.”  

Where to begin appeared to be problematic, but I’m glad I chose 
to start with Wayne’s and Mimi’s Facebook posts to get a feel 
for them as real people.  They are avid Facebook posters – both 
personal and to promote the products of their professions.  I 
learned early on in my research that both Wayne and his wife are 
committed to collaborating with the people in their artistic worlds 
to bring joy to others.  These characteristics also tugged at my 
heart strings. Wayne’s recent Facebook post illustrates (no pun 
intended) who he is as an inspirational, cherished artist:

Last Friday night [August 25th], I had the privilege 
of sitting in an audience and listening to a group of 
artists individually take the stage and talk about their 
experiences of working on Wayne-O-Rama. They 
talked of being empowered and inspired by the process.  
They were all changed by being a part of a creative 
community and sharing the common goal of making 
something that was a wonder to behold.  They gave me a 
treasure.  It touched me deeply.  I’m a lucky guy.  Thank 
you and much love [to each team member by name]....  It 
was glorious.  Please visit Wayne-O-Rama and see their 
incredible work before it closes on September 30th.  

It’s a testament to the power of art!

AND THIS, MY FRIENDS, IS WHO WAYNE IS AS A REAL 
PERSON, WITH REAL PASSION, WHO FINDS JOY IN 
COLLABORATION – ALL IN AN EFFORT TO CELEBRATE 
THE VISUAL ARTS WITH EVERYONE.  Every article, interview, 
or publication I’ve read includes Wayne’s thoughtful remarks about 
people on his journey as well as encouraging words for those of us 
making our way into the art and design world.  

He echoed my thoughts about typography when he shared his 
love of letters and words starting from when he was a little boy:

My very first, earliest memories was [sic] being in the 
grocery cart with my mama goin’ up and down the 
aisles looking at all these beautiful, beautiful logos and 
lettering.  I love letters.  I loved letters even before I 
could spell.  I was drawing letters.  I thought of them as 
characters.  You know, each one of them had a different 
personality.  I was lucky enough to be a child of the 
glorious, early ‘60s age of big, space-age graphics.  I’ve 
always loved letters.

Easy connections for me!   We’re both from the same era and 
still share a similar love for letters, logos, and the power of 
typography.

WATCHING WAYNE TALK ABOUT HIMSELF AND HIS 
ART IS IMPRESSIVE.  I’d advise giving yourself about an 

hour to watch Art Wise: Wayne White, his recent presentation 
on September 7th during his Thrill After Thrill, Thirty Years of 
Wayne White exhibition at the Hunter Museum of American Art.  
You can view this presentation via You Tube at www.youtu.be/
msop8QRZUoU.  The Thrill After Thrill exhibit is open from June 
30 to December 31, 2017, so there’s still time for a Thrill After 
Thrill visit, too!

You’ll also enjoy seeing awesome pictures of him as well as his 
team preparing for and during the Wayne-O-Rama exhibition at 
the Tenn Arts: Art and Performance Gallery, which was open from 
November 19, 2016, to September 30, 2017.  Wayne developed 
Wayne-O-Rama with several goals in mind: 

       To bring a sense of play to art, to pay tribute to 
his Southern roots, and to inspire and stimulate the 
imagination of a new breed of Tennessee artists – from 
the youngest to the oldest – and encourage and foster 
creativity in everyone.

Take a look at these pictures and more by way of the Wayne-O-
Rama website at www.wayneorama.com.  Or maybe you’re 
able to visit the Monitorium exhibit at the Virginia Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Virginia Beach?  This exhibition’s schedule 
is September 16, 2017, to February 11, 2018.  You’ll find exhibit 
details in the Museum’s website:  www.virginiamoca.org/
wayne-white-monitorium.

The Joshua Liner Gallery website provides not only Wayne’s 
extensive curriculum vitae, but it also lists his numerous exhibitions 
as well as provides notable press publications, selected works, 
and his bio.  Here’s the address:  www.joshualinergallery.com/
artists/wayne_white.    

The following images and articles I found interesting are snippets 
of his inspirational journey.  His professional works are 
testaments to the life-changing power of art!
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STOP SMILING INTERVIEW
(from “Taking Off the Ankle Weights: WAYNE WHITE” by JC Gabel, 10/22/2009,
www.stopsmilingonline.com)

Wayne White, who hails from rural 
Tennessee, is a Pop Art renaissance man. 

Largely self-taught, he has worked for three 
decades as an illustrator, painter, cartoonist and 
puppeteer. He is the creative mind behind a bevy 
of projects, ranging from the surrealistic Eighties 
television show Pee-wee’s Playhouse (for which 
he won three Emmy’s for his puppet designs) to art 
direction for the unforgettable Peter Gabriel video 
Big Time (for which he won a Billboard award 
for best Art Direction) to set designs for Smashing 
Pumpkins’ Tonight, Tonight and lithographed 
covers for the alt-country band Lampchop (he 
contributed artwork to four of the band’s albums). In more recent years, he has produced formal 
works of sculpture, and turned out an ongoing series of text-based pictures he makes from found 
paintings he covers in words and phrases, positioning the lettering into the original landscape. 
Although his word-driven art has been frequently compared to the work of Edward Ruscha, White 
assures STOP SMILING that he didn’t have Ruscha in mind when he first started painting in what 
has now become one of his signature styles. This past summer, coming off the heals of his Todd 
Oldham designed first book, Maybe Now I’ll Get the Respect I So Richly Deserve (Ammo 
Books), White carved out some time to answer a few questions.

STOP SMILING: You’ve been drawing since you were very young. Looking back, who do you think 
influenced your creativity?

Wayne White: My mother. She was an aesthete in a world of farm-boy factory workers.

SS: How did growing up in Tennessee affect your perception of the world?

WW: People are sweeter in the South. Southerners make an effort to be gentle toward each other in 
social situations. It’s almost like baby talk, the way they coo back and forth. I’m too prickly to be that 
way, so I reacted against it. A large part of my “Southerness” is my reaction against the South. But I 
don’t mind going back and being baby-talked. I kinda miss it.

SS: In the book you recount how you used to go through drawing tablets so quickly that your folks 
starting giving you brown grocery bags to draw on instead to save money. Is that what lead you to 
draw and paint on found materials?

WW: Yes. I don’t like or trust new and shiny things. They make me nervous. That includes art 
materials. I’ve always felt like an art supply store was already a work of art. Why mess up all those 
pretty little color sets and perfect white paper? But show me the same stuff all broken up in baggies 
and dog-eared at a yard sale, and I’m raring to go. It’s a working-class hang-up I’ve made work for 
me.

SS: Tell me about your imaginary friendship with the Geedar family and how that helped play an 
active roll in your artistic development?

WW: I made up a guy named Geedar when I was three or four and played and talked with him all 
the time. He looked like Roger Maris. He eventually married Momma Geedar who looked like Edie 
Adams. I liked creating characters. My real little friends were boring. 

That’s one of the banal reasons for being creative – to keep yourself entertained.  Nothing has 
changed. I’m still motivated by putting on a little show for myself.

SS: In fifth grade, you saw your first psychedelic art. Did that change your perception of things and 
what you could create visually?

WW: Very much. I first grasped the idea of abstract art when I saw psychedelic posters and album 
covers when I was a kid. I started drawing these texture fields. I learned that pictorial space could 
be more than just the illusions of perspective. I would fill edge-to-edge a notebook page with these 
ever-changing little shapes and lines.  Everyone was impressed. I think I sold a few to some girls I 
liked.

SS: Ralph Steadman was an early influence. What was it about his work that intrigued you so much?

WW: I really liked the looseness of his line and all those splatters. It was the first time I had seen so-
called “expressionism.” His stuff looked like it was breaking out of some constraint and was bursting, 
bleeding and suffering in its efforts. As a wild-ass teenager, I related.

SS: You educated yourself about art history at libraries and by working/experimenting. Do you 
think that is the best way for artists to ply their craft?
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STOP SMILING INTERVIEW continued from previous page

WW: Teachers are a problem for me. I either tuned them out or conned them. It never quite worked 
for me. I always let my natural curiosity be my guide and did my own searching. It’s different for 
everybody, but I don’t like academia. It’s all so cozy and boring.

SS: By the late Seventies, you’d made the leap from “country hippie to the idea of city living and a 
full-out exploration of culture, Thelonious Monk records, museums, etc.” Take us back to that time for 
a moment with an anecdote.

WW: I was taking my first painting class in 1976 at Middle Tennessee State University. I was still 
spending all my time backpacking and rock climbing. So, naturally, I was trying to finish a “cubist 
still life” due in the morning in the middle of a party the night before. I was surrounded by my fellow 
hippy types when in walks one of the arty kids from my class. He dropped by to return something, 
and he sees me painting with all these people watching me and thinks I have this weird following. 
He tells all the other arty kids (all six of them), and in a few months I’m at their parties with short hair, 
listening to Talking Heads: 77.

SS: Was it your love of comics that eventually led to the puppet shows?

WW: No. The puppet thing was a complete fluke. My friend Mike Quinn, again at MTSU, did a 
hand puppet show for his forestry class. He told me about it and I decided to do one for my art 
history class, instead of writing a paper. I claimed Jean DuBuffet wrote the play. It was called “Punk 
and Juicy.” That was 1978. I never played with puppets as a kid. That was the first time I really even 
thought about them. All on a lazy whim.

SS: Tell me about the time you sought out Art Spiegelman, and how it affected the direction of your 
career?

WW: I saw RAW magazine in Nashville in 1980 and was inspired to move to New York and 
become a cartoonist. It was as simple as that. The next thing I know, I’ve parked my 1970 Maverick 
on 23rd Street, and I’m looking for Art Spiegelman at the School of Visual Arts.  I find him and show 
him my not-so-hot comic pages and he’s nice enough to invite me to sit in on his class. That was the 
meeting that got me out of the South. 

WW: I hung around Art’s studio when he let me. He was drawing Maus at the time and it was a real 
education just to watch that. He also had an amazing library of every kind of graphic art. 

WW: It was the wizard’s laboratory, and unlike most of my art teachers, he gave me real practical 
advice, like drawing with a Winsor Newton watercolor brush and India ink. I built a whole illustra-
tion career on it.

SS: Did your work on that Nashville PBS kids’ show lead you to getting the Pee-wee’s Playhouse 
gig?

WW: Yes. I did Mrs. Cabobble’s Caboose in Nashville in the fall of ’85 and had it in my portfolio 
when I interviewed for the Pee-wee job in March ’86. The Caboose style was very Pee-wee-like 
already. We were all drinking the same water.

SS: Besides “Chairy,” you designed and built all the puppet characters for Pee-wee’s Playhouse. 
What I don’t think a lot of people know is that you built the set in a loft on lower Broadway in Man-
hattan, and not on a sound stage in LA.

WW: The first season of Pee-wee’s Playhouse was produced by a company called Broadcast 
Arts in New York, and they wanted to do it in Manhattan. So a loft space was found in a building on 
lower Broadway near Canal Street, and that became the soundstage for the set.  We were build-
ing a giant, crazy-complicated multi-media chunk of art in an artist’s studio in NYC. It was literally 
a downtown art project built by painters, sculptors, and cartoonists, and not a Hollywood factory 
product.  And that’s what gives it edge and power.

SS: The Pee-wee work led to jobs working on music videos, like Peter Gabriel’s Big Time. A classic. 
Did you like working in that medium, and do you think it’s all but extinct in an era where MTV rarely 
plays music videos anymore?

WW: I liked working on music videos because I was lucky enough to be chosen for good ones. The 
timing was right for me. But it’s all over now. I think it’s a genre now where independent animators 
can really shine. I’ve seen amazing stuff lately. But I’m from the multimedia dinosaur days.

SS: What was the move to LA like for you?

WW: Hated it! Then it grew on me. Then my kids came along. Then I got a nice big backyard. You 
have to make your own little secret garden and hunker down.

SS: After you moved to LA, you started to paint again. Why? Was it the landscape and change of 
pace?
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STOP SMILING INTERVIEW continued from previous page

WW: My wife Mimi and I moved to LA to work in the TV business, and the minute we got here I 
started painting and dreaming of jumping over into the art world. I knew I had to keep my own work 
alive somehow, or this town would squash it. 

LA is sort of a negative reinforcer for me. Like all big cities, it’s a hard place. It brings out your grit. 
You need plenty of it to go make paintings every day.
                   
SS: You’ve said you learned to paint through reading books. How so?

WW: I had to learn a handful of basic, realistic painting techniques because I wasn’t taught them 
in school. My painting professor was an abstract expressionist and was limited to that approach. I 
looked in a book.

SS: When people see some of your paintings using text, they immediately think of Edward Ruscha.

WW: Ruscha is just somebody you have to deal with if you put words in paintings. I clearly owe him 
a debt. But I do my own thing with words, and I’m satisfied that it’s true to me, not some knock-off.

SS: It’s remarkable that you started to exhibit your text-driven paintings at a coffee shop, and things 
just bloomed from there. Do you think it’s still possible for artists today to have similar success? Or 
has the information age changed word-of-mouth communication?

WW: The Internet speeds up the process of word of mouth and probably makes it even easier to 
get a reputation going. Or maybe not. It could just be shrinking attention spans, so that it’s hard to 
stay noticed. That’s the artist’s only hope – that someone will notice their originality and help coax it 
along. Somebody has to notice!!

SS: How often do you go thrifting for old paintings to use as canvases? And are there hot spots you 
return to?

WW: I go to thrift stores about twice a month. My wife is also a good hunter and has brought back 
many. St. Vincent DePaul and Salvation Army are both mainstays.

SS: When did you decide to start working in sculpture?

WW: I’ve always worked in sculpture in some form. Puppets and sets are sculptures. I see my 
paintings as pictures of sculpture. Thinking about 3-D forms is constant with me. Making sculpture is 
hard work. It makes painting seem easy sometimes – like taking off the ankle weights.
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ABOUT WAYNE
(from the Wayne-O-Rama Website, 2017,
www.wayneorama.com)

Wayne White was born and raised in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee. Originally he built his reputation as a world-

class illustrator, animator, puppeteer, cartoonist, and art director 
in New York and Los Angeles. He is most well-known as the 
Emmy award-winning set and puppet designer of the seminal and 
influential 1980s children’s TV show Pee-wee’s Playhouse. 

In the last 16 years, White’s reputation in the art world has been 
firmly established with his masterfully created word paintings and 
for his rollicking, site-specific installations. The critically acclaimed 
2012 documentary Beauty is Embarrassing is a chronicle of his 
life and times.

All of these talents are reflected in his current project, Wayne-O-
Rama, a self-described “history funhouse.”  White’s passion for 
history is brought to bear in his oversized, colorful puppets and 
busts of Confederate and Union generals, and of representations 
of prominent figures from local history, ranging from Cherokee 
leader Sequoyah to New York Times founder Adolph Ochs to 
actor Samuel L. Jackson.  

Looming large in White’s imagination is his homage to Lookout 
Mountain, which dominates both the local landscape and his-

tory. From decisive Civil War battles to tourist attractions like Rock 
City and Ruby Falls, White’s dazzling model of this “magic moun-
tain” includes an interactive Incline Railway, pre-history Native 
Americans, spelunkers, ghost soldiers, critters, and motels.  

With a desire to both inspire and honor the city that helped to 
shape him into the artist he is today, he says, 

“Wayne-O-Rama is a wonderland, 
straight from my imagination to yours. It is a funhouse 

for all ages that tells the story of Chattanooga 
and the South. It’s the Smithsonian Museum meets 

Goony Golf.  It’s a celebration of the culture 
that shaped me, and a gift to my hometown.”

Notable awards and recognitions:
• Three Emmy awards for art direction on Pee-wee’s Play-

house television show
• An Emmy for his artwork for the Disney Channel’s The Time I…

Got 322 Pairs of Shoes for My Birthday
• Billboard award for best art direction on Peter Gabriel’s Big 

Time music video
• MTV Music Video Award for set design on the Smashing 

Pumpkins’ Tonight, Tonight
• Production and set designer for Shining Time Station, Riders 

in the Sky, and Beakman’s World
• Illustrator for the New York Times, The Village Voice, Raw 

Magazine, and many other publications
• Subject of the 2009 382-page monograph Maybe Now 

I’ll Get the Respect I So Richly Deserve by noted designer 
Todd Oldham

• Subject of the 2012 acclaimed documentary film Beauty is 
Embarrassing, called “one of the most pleasurable movie-
going experiences I’ve had this year” by Leonard Maltin

• Creator of acclaimed word paintings, with 3-D text painted on 
vintage landscape reproductions, including ones made for the 
Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim, the Nashville country band 
Lambchop’s album covers, and the online magazine The Bitter 
Southerner

• Called “one of the most exciting artists in America” by Esquire 
Magazine
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HOME AGAIN
(from “Wayne White’s Big Win:  A Prodigal 
Puppeteer/Painter Comes Home” by Michael Edward 
Miller, 9/16/2017, www.wutc.org/post/wayne-whites-big-win-
progidal-puppeteerpainter-comes-home#stream/0)

In 2009, photographs of Wayne 
White’s art were collected in a 

400-page hardcover book, May-
be Now I’ll Get The Respect I 
So Richly Deserve. White had 
worked for years behind the 
scenes at children’s shows such 
as Pee-Wee’s Playhouse, de-
signing puppets and sets. He was 
also the art director for music videos 
such as Peter Gabriel’s Big Time.

His artistic sensibilities influenced many young viewers. But few 
knew his name.

“I had worked on all these famous shows and TV commercials and 
videos that had huge exposure in the culture, but they never really 
gave me credit,” White says in this extended interview with WUTC.

“Most people don’t realize who the designer is of all these pop 
cultural things, and that’s just the way it is. Usually, only the direc-
tors and the actors get most of the glory.”

The book (designed by Todd Oldham) published in 2009 helped 
make the general public more aware of White. Then, the 2012 
documentary Beauty Is Embarrassing really put him in the lime-
light.

“The most common reaction I get from people is ‘You were a huge 
influence on me, and I didn’t even know it....  Now I can place 
a human being with this influence.’  That was the delight and the 
power of the movie.”

He says the fact that it exposed him to new audiences was very 
dramatic — pulling back the curtain, letting people see a human 
being behind it.

“Especially for Southerners too,” he says. “It’s been an inspiration 
that a young guy from Chattanooga could go that far.”

THE PRODIGAL RETURNS

A lthough White is a Chattanooga native, he left after graduat-
ing from Hixson High School, and he pursued an art career in 

cities such as New York and Los Angeles. He’s returned to Chatta-
nooga many times (his parents still live here), but 2017 has been 
truly special for Wayne White—a big homecoming, a big victory.

He has two major exhibits in town: 
• Wayne-O-Rama, an installation with larger-than-life puppets 

and other sculptures that tell the Scenic City’s history, and
• Thrill After Thrill, a career-spanning retrospective on display 

at the Hunter Museum of American Art.

He says it’s been quite a year for him in Chattanooga.

“This is quite an unusual circumstance for me, and it was great 
timing that they both happened at the same time.”

Wayne-O-Rama is something he’s always wanted to do.

“I’ve been on the road for eight years, going to different cities, 
building big art installations based on the local history of each city. 
And every time I do one I always think of Chattanooga because 
it’s my hometown, and the history of this city [includes] some of my 
favorite stories.”

White and a small army of volunteers and community partners 
started building it last September.

“Our mission was to stay open all year, and we made it. And now 
here we are coming up on September of this year, and we’ll be 
closing on September 30th.”

He says the Hunter Museum Thrill After Thrill exhibit is just as spe-
cial to him as Wayne-O-Rama.  The Hunter exhibit is the biggest 
show he’s ever had, with pieces from three decades of his career.

“It starts with my beginnings as a professional artist, as a cartoonist 
and an illustrator, and some early paintings. Then it segues into my 
years as a set designer, puppet designer, puppeteer in children’s 
TV, and music videos in Hollywood.

“That was a 25 year period, so there’s a lot of interesting stuff 
there, a lot of famous stuff...and then there’s yet another segment 
of my paintings, my word paintings. That’s what I’ve been doing 
for about 17 years now. A segue from Hollywood into the fine art 
world.”

Looking back on his career, he sees many ups and downs.  “It took 
a long time for me to sort of reconcile my past, in a way,” he says, 
“because I was, in a way, kind of escaping the south and Chatta-
nooga. I wanted to become an artist, and I had to go somewhere 
else to be that. So it is kind of like the return of the prodigal son...it’s 
very satisfying to get the recognition in my hometown, very much.”
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WAYNE-O-RAMA
(from the Wayne-O-Rama Website, 2017,
www.wayneorama.com)
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MONITORIUM
(current exhibition until 2/11/2018, from MOCA: Virginia Museum of Contemporary Art,
 www.virginiamoca.org/wayne-white-monitorium) In September, 

MOCA will present MONITORIUM, 
an exhibition by Wayne White exploring 

unique historical events in Hampton Roads. In 
1862, the Battle of Hampton Roads took place and 

the first ironclad ships met in combat on the James River. 
One of those ships, the Union Navy’s USS Monitor sets the 
stage for White’s dynamic exhibition. Here, the focus is on 

the intimate, human side of this story. White will create a multi-
media installation including monumental-sized puppets. It 

will feature the special individuals who helped to shape the 
Monitor’s history. Props and puppets will carve out White’s 
unique perspective on this game-changing moment of US 

Naval and Hampton Road’s history. Wayne’s kind, 
humanistic yet quirky vision will shape your own 

view of the history of the “cheese 
box on a raft.”
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Current Exhibition Until December 31, 2017 
at the Hunter Museum of American Art

www.huntermuseum.org
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THRILL  AFTER  THRILL
Thir t y Years of Wayne White

Inspirational Thoughts & 
Highlights of Wayne’s Professional Journey

Gallery Slides

Celebrating life and his professional 
journey with Mimi Pond, his wife and renowned 

cartoonist/graphic novelist, and with  his  children — Woodrow White and 
Lulu White, both successful artists.  And of course, Mable, his beloved dog.
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— Cartoon Artwork by Mimi Pond (above)

— THRILL AFTER THRILL Images and Words of Wisdom in the Following Slides, Wayne White
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“I’m Investigating...”  Word Painting

Growing up with the country boys like everyone 
I knew...

All the boys who worked out at DuPont [the 
hometown Dupont nylon factory], and all the 
boys who bowled and played softball and 
basketball – growing up around these things 
didn’t nurture me as an artist.  But it kind of made 
me more independent and more determined to 
be an artist.  So I grew up making paintings like 
this....

“I’m Investigating and Questioning Stuff All the Time 
Over Here in My Studio”
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“I tell this to young people, and I'm telling y’all this today if there’s anybody out there just starting a career.  
Don't settle on being a big fish in a little pond.  Don't settle to be big man [or big woman] in a little place.  

“Go somewhere where everybody's better than you.  It'll put fire under your ass.  
Go out on a limb, and do or die.  You’ll either learn fast and get better in no time — it’s a great education.  

Or you’ll learn that you're not good enough, and you come home with your tail between your legs.  
But at least you'll know that you tried out for the big leagues.

“I stuck with it…and took a risk….  
And I worked my butt off trying to be better, trying to catch up to the big boys [in New York], 

trying to get a place in the lineup.  I wanted to come to bat.  
I wanted to play in the big leagues.  And sure enough after about three long years of struggle, 

I started getting work as a cartoonist.”

— Wayne White (during his Art Wise presentation at the Hunter Museum in Chattanooga, 9/7/2017)
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“My first idea of an artist was a cartoonist.”

Like most American kids, my first idea of art is comic 
books.

Boy, did I love comic books!  This was my 
favorite:  Superman!  Now I loved Superman 
because of all the superpowers and the fortress 
of solitude and what not.  But the thing I really 
identified most with Superman was – he was 
discovered in a rocket in a field. I felt like such 
a weirdo misfit in rural Tennessee that I secretly 
hoped I was discovered alive in a field in a 
rocket.  I really identified with that dude.
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“Crumb gave me the biggest art lesson of all.”

He told stories of sex, drugs, rock ‘n’ roll, but he did it 
in this old fashioned, innocent, cartoon style.

I read Superman comics religiously up ‘til about 
13 years old, and then I discovered underground 
comics.  Robert Crumb – yeah!  Robert Crumb – 
this was my first idea of art – more at my next level, 
more of a sophisticated thing.  Crumb gave me 
the biggest art lesson of all because he told stories 
of sex, drugs, rock ‘n’ roll, but he did it in this old 
fashioned, innocent, cartoon style. And the two 
clashed in a weird way, but yet at the same time it 
gave me this new weird thing called art.  I learned 
from him a valuable lesson about art and life.  It’s 
basically the meeting of two opposites to make a 
third new thing….  You know, it’s just that simple.  
It’s a lesson in the beauty and the secret of life....  
It’s weird where you learn your lessons.
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“My first job as a cartoonist — Instant Karma!”

This humble little job…really set me on the path, and 
that’s why I’m standing on stages today.  
 

At about 13, 14 years old, I became an  adamant 
Robert Crumb imitator.  I got my first art job.  I 
was a cartoonist on the Hixson Junior High 
School newspaper – Instant Karma!  I did a 
lot of bad Robert Crumb imitations….  This was 
my first taste of popularity and stardom as an 
artist.…  It was my first taste of having my work 
broadcast to a larger audience, of having a 
bunch of people see my stuff.  You know I got 
addicted to that right off the bat.  I knew I’d be 
pursuing this....  I wanted to have as many people 
as I can see my work, and I wanted to reach out 
and communicate with people through my work.   
I think all artists agree.
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Art is a Lifestyle, an “Art Party” “New Genre” Invention in the 70s
While a student at Middle Tennessee State University, 
Wayne learned that art could be a lifestyle, a part of 
everything. It was an art party.

Wayne received a BFA from MTSU with a major in 
Abstract Painting.  Hell, I invented a whole new genre — 
“Failed Abstract Paintings of the Seventies.”
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Miss Car Transition from Miss Car Cartoons to...
After graduation, Wayne moved to Nashville where I 
hunkered down and became a cartoonist. Of course, 
you’ll remember one of my famous creations: Miss Car???

...Man, well alright.  So I wasn’t such a successful car-
toonist, but I had one more thing up sleeve.  My weirdo 
puppet shows. 
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...Job as a Set Designer and PuppeteerMrs. Cabobble’s Caboose — First Professional...
While in Nashville, the children’s show Mrs. Cabobble’s 
Caboose was my first chance at big time...to up my game 
with puppeteering and set design and all that.

I never thought that I could make a leap into the profes-
sionalism of puppetry, but man this was another big turning 
point for me. 
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Pee-wee’s Playhouse with Paul Reuben
On the Pee-wee’s Playhouse set with Paul Reubens 
(a/k/a Pee-wee Herman], the children’s show creator and 
star, and Dirty Dog, one of Wayne’s infamous puppets.
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Pee-wee’s Playhouse... ”The Greatest Show in the History of the Universe!”
We [creative partners Gary Panter and Ric Heitzman] were 
doing our jobs for the first time. Who would have hired us 
in Hollywood? Nobody. Paul [Reubens] was cool enough.

Paul was an artist himself. He hired all the unknowns. That 
was the power of the Playhouse — it was an art project 
that happened to get on TV. (from www.theverge.com)
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“Not Just an Artist”on Pee-wee’s Playhouse
Randy, Wayne’s puppet, became his marionette on Pee-
wee’s Playhouse, where Wayne honed his “fake it ‘til 
you make it” skills.
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[After Mrs. Cabobble’s Caboose, Wayne was hired for Pee-wee’s Playhouse] “...the greatest show in 
the history of the Universe!  …I made it!  The world’s greatest job in the world’s greatest city – Pee-wee’s 
Playhouse!  I mean what a job!  Sitting around all day in a little studio with my best buddies Gary Panter 

and Ric Heitzman.  [We were] thinking of all the great things Pee-wee could do….  

“Dirty Dog – oh yeah – that was a good idea!  I was Dirty Dog and Mr. Kite.  I became a performer!  
They actually hired me as performer, not just as an artist.  I got into the Screen Actors Guild, and I started 

making some good money!  I started designing all these sets….  And Randy.  Yeah, that’s me.  
I was put in charge of the puppets.  I barely knew how to make a potholder puppet.  [When asked about 

marionettes], ‘Oh yeah, I know all about it!’  …So I got the Randy, and I carved another big old block 
of white pine.  Its head alone weighed about 10 pounds…it had a mind of its own!  [During scenes] Randy 

would spin around like The Exorcist.  They would yell, ‘Cut!  What’s wrong with your puppet?’  
I would go, ‘I don’t know.  None of my other marionettes do this.’  …I never had a marionette in my life!” 

— continued next slide
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“But listen – sometimes you gotta jump.  
You know, you’re never ready in this life.  You’re never ready!  

Just get ready and jump, and learn as you go.  
If the opportunity comes, fake it ‘til you make it!  

“And if you get caught, then with skill, determination, and drive and ambition you will make it.  
Because remember, you’re never ready.  

You’re never ready to be a parent.  You’re never ready to be born.  
You’re never ready for anything in this life.  And if you were ready, it would be sad and stale and stupid!  

“What keeps life interesting and exciting and new is that 
you’re improvising and making it up as you go along!  

Always believe in that spirit!”

— Wayne White (during his Art Wise presentation at the Hunter Museum in Chattanooga, 9/7/2017)
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Shining Time Station Beakman’s World
Suddenly I was the guy from Pee-wee’s Playhouse, and 
I was getting all these incredible jobs including the Shining 
Time Station show featuring Thomas the Tank Engine.

And there was Beakman’s World, which was a really 
good show for me where I learned animation and did 
crazy collage, junk sculpture sets.
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In Hollywood, everything starts with an image....  Suddenly 
I knew that my talent was in demand, and I could make 
money off of my art.

Kiddie shows are great, but to really impress the ladies you 
gotta do rock videos....  I also discovered the power of 
painting and drawing in Hollywood all over again.

...and the Smashing Pumpkins’ Tonight, TonightAward-Winning Video Art:  Peter Gabriel’s Big Time
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Via the Beauty is Embarrassing website:
        www.buy.beautyisembarrassing.com

Maybe Now I’ll Get the Respect... Instant Streaming & DRM Free Downloads
Cover of Maybe Now I’ll Get the Respect I So Richly 
Deserve, the comprehensive monograph showing 
Wayne’s artistry by designer Todd Oldham.
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Colorful Words Common in Word Paintings

“Colorful words” (pun intended) are common in Wayne’s 
word paintings and reflect his distinctive artistic voice.

“Heinies N Shooters w/ Hotties at Shooters”
It’s fun being married to an artist, someone with a great 
sense of humor.  Mimi and I often collaborate on stuff 
like this one.  We came up with this one together.
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“Foe” Civil War Cardboard Sculptures “Halo Amok” Kinetic Puppets
“The Cubist Cowboy Rodeo” installation in Oklahoma 
City combined rodeo movement with simple construction 
materials.  (from www.hyperallergic.com)

Cubist-inspired, gigantic figures depicted local York, 
Pennsylvania, Civil War history at the York College Gallery.  
(from www.kidbaltimore.com/blog)
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“George Jones Head” Sculpture Exhibit “The Louvin Brothers” Cardboard Puppets
Impressive giant cardboard, kinetic puppets based on 
American country music duo Ira and Charlie Louvin. 
(from www.worleygig.com/tag/wayne-white/) 

“BIG LECTRIC FAN TO KEEP ME COOL WHILE I SLEEP,” a 
line from country singer George Jones’ song  “Ragged But 
Right” influenced this exhibit.  (from www.ricegallery.org)
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“Napoleon Bonaparte Broward” Puppet Wayne-O-Rama Promotional Tour
Wayne’s display in Hollywood, Florida, was another 
of his creations connecting “unconventional heroes” to 
regional history.  (from www.miamiherald.com)

Posing with “Luther” in front of Winder Binder: Books, Art, 
and Music, Chattanooga (from www.wayneorama.com)
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Volunteers Provide Expertise with Exhibits Waynetopia - Flavor Paper

“Chattanooga Fun House: Volunteers Help Wayne-
O-Rama Go Big and Bold”  (from www.timesfree-
press.com)

Fantasy-scape wallpaper designed by Wayne via 
www.flavorpaper.com/wallpaper/murals/wayne-
topia.
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Ellie the Boston, Supervisor of ALL Beth’s WorkMable, Supervisor of Wayne’s Work

“Working with Mabel in His Los Angeles Studio” 
(from http://bittersoutherner.com/wayne-white/)

Thank God for the four-legged supervision.  Ellie keeps 
a close eye on my digital design work! 
— Beth A. Maxwell “WAYNE WHITE” Article Author|Designer
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